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the joint family
The  joint  family   system   was a contrivance which the Hindu economists and
social thinkers invented in order to maintain the traditions   of   the   race,  and   give
stability and continuity to family life, as the family and not the   individual   was   the
the unit in the social system.    The two bases on which the   system  rested, were   (a)
co-operation or mutual help between those who were   nearest   in   blood and bound
by (ties  created by  nature  herself and (b) the care and protection of the weak and
afflicted among them.    This institution made for peace and order,  promoted unity
and prevented disintegration.    But it did not ensure progress.    So long as it worked
properly,   no   necessity   was   felt  for   sueh institutions of the West as poor houses,
old age pensions and poor laws.    But the joint family system was a   product of the
peculiar ^ circumstances in which society was  placed at the time.   The impact of
foreign influences,  political, economic and  social, is  disintegrating society.   New
ideals   of  life  and   conduct,   due   partly   to the introduction of foreign culture and
partly to a new valuation of things which  both are being increasingly accepted in
the   country,  resulting   in   the   rejection   of the principles and ideals on which the
system was based are  undermining it and must ultimately destroy   it   Moreover
life has now begun to flow in much wider channels.
The Varnashrama has disappeared giving place to the present caste system,
And the joint family system which took away the personal rights .of individuals
and Bestowed them on a corporate body, the family, has now ceased to function as
originally ^intended. Naturally, the adjustment between the actual facts of life and
the necessities of personal happiness and social welfare is completely broken.
My purpose in describing in detail the leading features of the social system of
the Hindus is not to advocate its revival The object is only to show that the elasti-
city of the social system of ancient India, and the freedom it gave to individuals to
live the life tfmt suited them best enabled the people to achieve good results. Back
to the past is not my cry. The interests of the country require that our social
system must be modified so as to admit of social intercourse with people belonging
to different denominations and faiths in the country. Economic forces
beyond^our control and foreign trade relations demand that the limitations and
restrictions necessitated by a strict observance of the caste and other social conven-
tions must be removed.
break the bonds of caste.
The social system in vogue in ancient India had its own ways to secure the
welfare of women. In the changed conditions of modern India that welfare can
only be secured by according to the women their natural rights, and making them
enforceable by law. In order that those rights n ay be fully exercised, it is necessary
to break the bonds of caste, and free men and women from the shackles which tie
them to the old order of things. Men and women must have full freedom to utilize
all opportunities and avenues open to them to attain their full physical mental and
moral growth, and to arm themselves with all the modern weapons used in economic,
educational and social spheres to enable them to hold their own in the deadly
struggle for existence going on in the world. Then only can we successfully compete
with the advanced nations of the West.
social reform by legislation
As for 'the methodst of social reform, there exist at present in India two ways in
wkich reforms can be introduced :   (a) public opinion crystallised into caste and
csramunal regulations and (b) legislation.     If the caste organizations were at the
pr^em time effective and fully operative,   a great deal of social reform could be
wdom through those organizations.   But the discipline of caste having become
authority having lost its efficacy, the work done in the old days through
Ctni10* ^ ,be. so accomPHshed.    The only sure means of effecting
1S JeSlslat10^   As a great English writer has said, where the large
S   ^ a™ concerne<* legislation is the only  effective means, of
fer V 7lere 1S no country in the world where important social
Tpluhe£ by me.ans ather tha* legislation.   Those who contend
should   be carried out only by educating public opinion an4

